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Background subtraction is often considered to be a required stage of any video surveillance system being used to detect objects in
a single frame and/or track objects across multiple frames in a video sequence. Most current state-of-the-art techniques for object
detection and tracking utilize some form of background subtraction that involves developing a model of the background at a pixel,
region, or frame level and designating any elements that deviate from the backgroundmodel as foreground. However, most existing
approaches are capable of segmenting a number of distinct components but unable to distinguish between the desired object of
interest and complex, dynamic background such as moving water and high reflections. In this paper, we propose a technique to
integrate spatiotemporal signatures of an object of interest from different sensing modalities into a video segmentation method
in order to improve object detection and tracking in dynamic, complex scenes. Our proposed algorithm utilizes the dynamic
interaction information between the object of interest and background to differentiate betweenmistakenly segmented components
and the desired component. Experimental results on two complex data sets demonstrate that our proposed technique significantly
improves the accuracy and utility of state-of-the-art video segmentation technique.
1. Introduction
Background subtraction is often considered to be a key part
of any video surveillance system being used to detect objects
in a single frame and/or track objects across multiple frames
in a video sequence. Most of the current state-of-the-art
techniques for object detection and tracking utilize some
form of background subtraction that involves developing a
model of the background at a pixel, region, or frame level and
designating any elements that deviate from the background
model as foreground. Robust object detection and tracking
algorithmsmust be able tomaintain satisfactory performance
in dynamic backgrounds where the background of the image
is in motion such as rippling water and illumination fluctua-
tions. Although there are many proposed methods for object
detection, a number of them achieving moderate success in
dynamic backgrounds, most current state-of-the-art tech-
niques treat objects of interest and background as separate
entities ignoring any interaction. If the background of a scene
is defined as any object other than the object of interest, there
are many situations when background motion affects the
motion of objects of interest. For instance, the motion of an
object in the ocean is going to be strongly influenced by wave
action. Another example, if the object of interest is a specific
vehicle, any vehicles in front of the object of interestthat slow
or stop will cause the object of interest to begin to slow or
slow to a stop. In this paper, we hypothesize that the dynamic
interaction between an object of interest and the background
can provide useful information and by understanding and
modeling the dynamic interaction between an object of
interest and background, we can improve the performance
of state-of-the-art object detection techniques. In order to
test our hypothesis, we introduce heterogeneous sensing
modalities to first model the dynamic interaction between
an object of interest and background. Then, we select the
best quality of information in terms of relevant parameters
and dynamically assessing these parameters in a multisen-
sor setting to be integrated image segmentation process.
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Figure 1: Example of SCS-LBP algorithm performed on our data set. Image on the left is the original image and the image on the right is the
result from our implementation of the SCS-LBP algorithm.
The experimental results demonstrate convincing evidence
that the dynamic interaction between an object of interest and
background provide valuable information that can be utilized
to improve segmentation results.The structure of this paper is
organized as follows: Section 3 shows the related work. The
sensor selection and integration is introduced in Section 4.
Section 5 illustrates the segmentation approach. Section 6
shows experimental results. Section 7 concludes this paper.
2. Motivation
At the outset of this process, we sought to detect and track
an object of interest in a complex, dynamic environment.
As described previously, there have been many proposed
methods for video segmentation that attempt to segment
objects from video sequences of dynamic environments. We
chose one state-of-the-art video segmentation technique to
perform segmentation on our data set of image sequences.
The method that we chose to use was the spatial extended
center-symmetric local binary pattern (SCS-LBP) proposed
by Xue et al. [1].When themethod was utilized for segmenta-
tion on our complex data set the performancewas inadequate
for executing object detection and tracking. In our dataset, a
water tank is used to generate dynamic backgrounds, break-
ing waves, high reflectance, and inconsistent motion of the
object. An example of the results from the implementation by
Xue et al. [1] is shown in Figure 1. As a result, Xue’s method is
unable to handle this case.
3. Related Work
Due to its importance in nearly all video segmentation
contexts, background subtraction is a widely studied topic
in computer vision and has had an abundance of literature
published to its effect including surveys and evaluations
of the most current and prevalent techniques [2–7]. In its
most general form, background subtraction involves first
creating an unambiguous model of the background in the
image. Once the background model is built, the subsequent
incoming frames are compared to the background model
with any pixels that differ from the background model by
more than a certain threshold determined to be foreground
objects. Using the determination of pixels as foreground or
background, a binary foreground mask is created, complet-
ing the basic background subtraction. Robust background
subtraction algorithms for real-world applications (i.e., video
surveillance) must be capable of performing in dynamic
environments. Rarely, in real world applications the back-
ground can be expected to remain static over an entire
video sequence. The large majority of techniques presented
for background subtraction focus on differing schemes for
modeling the background and processes to improve current
backgroundmodelingmethods. In the following subsections,
some popular state-of-the-art techniques are discussed.
3.1. Gaussian Mixture Model Background Subtraction. Many
of the proposed techniques for background subtraction
exploit the Gaussian probability density function to model
the background. The parametric method proposed by Wren
et al. [8] models each pixel with a single Gaussian distribu-
tion. Parametric methods assume an underlying distribution
and use a set of training images that do not contain any
objects of interest to estimate parameters of the underlying
distribution for background modeling. Wren et al. [8] utilize
the Gaussian distribution and estimate the mean background
color and the covariance for each pixel in a frame. The
single modal background model only provides satisfactory
results when the camera and background are both static.
With the exception of the simplest cases in computer vision,
the assumption that both the camera and background are
static is unrealistic and reduces the utility of the method in
the majority of real-life situations. In order to account for
slow variations in the background of an image, Stauffer and
Grimson [9] proposed modeling each pixel with a mixture
of Gaussians to build a background model of a sequence
of images. For the purpose of this paper, slow variations in
the background or slowly moving background objects can
be defined as background objects whose movement in the
video sequence is slower than the movement of any objects
of interest in the video sequence. Using the persistence
and variation of each of the Gaussians in the mixture, the
Gaussians that constitute the background are determined.
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Any pixel values that do not fit within any of the Gaussians
that are considered part of the background are resolved to be
part of a foreground object. Pixel values that are determined
to be a part of the foreground are combined using connected
components. The system proposed by Stauffer and Grimson
[9] uses a set of 𝐾 Gaussians in the mixture for modeling
the background that are continuously updated based on their
accuracy in modeling the background.
Due to the fact that a set number (𝐾) of Gaussians are
used in the mixture for modeling the background, during
certain images, the 𝐾 Gaussians may not be sufficient to
automatically fully adapt the background model to the scene
[10]. Zivkovic and van der Heijden [10, 11] proposed an
improvement to the Gaussian mixture model to provide
for the required number of components necessary to be
calculated for each pixel, to allow for full adaptation to
the observed scene. By using a recursive function with the
weight values for each Gaussian in the mixture, Zivkovic and
van der Heijden [10, 11] calculate the necessary number of
components for each pixel increasing the efficiency of the
system by reducing unnecessary components in the mixture
of Gaussians and allowing for full adaptation of the model to
the observed scene. Another proposed improvement to the
Gaussian mixture model came from Lee [12] who proposed
a scheme to improve the convergence rate of the Gaussian
mixture model without compromising the model stability.
The improved convergence rate of the Gaussian mixture
model reduces the time and number of images necessary
for training the algorithm. However, even with the improve-
ments proposed by Zivkovic and van der Heijden [10, 11] and
Lee [12], assuming that the pixel intensity distribution follows
a Gaussian distribution may be inaccurate in dynamic scenes
causing the method to fail, as stated by Xue et al. in [1].
3.2. Nonparametric Background Subtraction. In addition to
the Gaussian mixture model for background subtraction,
many authors proposed nonparametric methods for mod-
eling the background to perform background subtraction.
Nonparametric methods make no assumption of the under-
lying distribution in each pixel, instead relying on previous
samples from the data to perform the background modeling.
Elgammal et al. [13, 14] propose a kernel density estimation
algorithm that models the background by estimating the
probability of observing pixel intensity values based on a
sample of previous intensity values for each pixel. Essen-
tially, the algorithm is “estimating the probability density
function by averaging the effect of a set of kernel function
centered at each data point” [13]. Once the backgroundmodel
is estimated, background subtraction is performed. After
background subtraction is completed to locate foreground
objects, Elgammal et al. [13, 14] build a representation of the
foreground areas to aid in the tracking of the objects and
resolving any object occlusion.The kernel density estimation
technique proposed by Elgammal et al. [13, 14] performs
satisfactorily when the background has slow moving vari-
ation, but performance declines with the introduction of
significant background movement [15]. Sheikh and Shah [16]
proposed a technique for improving the performance of the
kernel density estimation. Rather than treating each image
pixel as an independent random variable, Sheikh and Shah
[16] contend that useful correlation can be found in pixel
intensities over spatially proximal pixels that can be exploited
in order to maintain accuracy over increasingly dynamic
background. Additionally, Sheikh and Shah [16] propose
maintaining joint background and foreground models of
each pixel that can be used competitively in a maximum a
posteriori probability estimation of a Markov random field
(MAP-MRF) decision framework to increase the accuracy of
the foreground segmentation. Even with maintaining models
for both background and foreground objects to improve
segmentation performance, the method proposed by Sheikh
and Shah [16] requires that foreground objects have faster
movement than any of the background objects [17].
Kim et al. [18, 19] propose a different nonparamet-
ric technique for background subtraction that models the
background using a quantization/clustering technique. The
method proposed by Kim et al. [18, 19] takes data samples
at each pixel and clusters them into a set of codewords,
specifically focusing on the color and brightness information.
The background subtraction is performed by calculating the
color distortion of the incoming pixel from the nearest cluster.
If an incoming pixel has color distortion to a codeword that
is less than a set detection threshold and its brightness is
within the range of that codeword, the incoming pixel is
classified as background. Otherwise, the incoming pixel is
classified as foreground. Kim et al. [18, 19] include adaptive
background model updating during illumination changes
to increase performance during slowly moving background
changes. However, the method is susceptible to problems
when permanent structural changes occur in the background
of the image due to the fact that the codeword updatemethod
does not allow for the creation of new codewords [20].
Another popular, state-of-the-art nonparametric tech-
nique, proposed by Barnich and van Droogenbroeck [20, 21],
is called the visual background extractor (VIBE). Similar to
other nonparametric methods, VIBE builds an estimation of
the background model using data samples. However, unlike
other methods, VIBE uses a random policy to select which
values to include in the estimation to build the background.
Barnich and van Droogenbroeck’s [20, 21] random policy
method in VIBE creates a smooth exponentially decaying
lifespan for the values that constitute the pixel models.
Additionally, the VIBE method only requires one frame to
estimate the background model and can begin detecting
foreground objects in the second frame. Unlike the Gaussian
mixture model and kernel density estimation techniques,
which update the global probability density function or
estimation with each pixel value, the VIBE technique only
allows the incoming pixel values to have local influence over
neighboring pixels. One of the major shortcomings with the
VIBE algorithm is that it has a high false detection rate [22].
The high false detection rate is due to the fact that if there
are any moving objects in the initial frame from which the
model is built, the moving objects will be incorporated into
the background model creating a ghost region in subsequent
frames [23]. Li et al. [22] proposed an improvement to the
VIBE algorithm to address the problemof high false detection
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rates. Li et al. [22] improve the VIBE algorithm using an
adjacent frame difference algorithmwhich takes into account
the time domain correlation between frames prior to the
video.Using the time domain correlation, the improvedVIBE
algorithm aims to quickly remove the ghost regions in the
model. The VIBE algorithm updates the model over time
and would eventually eliminate the ghost, but the aim of Li
et al. [22] is to remove the ghost muchmore quickly. Another
improvement to the VIBE algorithm was proposed by van
Droogenbroeck and Paquot in [24]. van Droogenbroeck and
Paquot [24] improved the VIBE technique by removing
foreground blobs with areas smaller or equal to 10 pixels and
filling holes in the foreground objects with an area smaller
or equal to 20 pixels. Additionally, van Droogenbroeck
and Paquot [24] utilized the distance measure proposed by
Kim et al. [19] to calculate a color distortion to improve
performance of the system, upgrading from the simpler
Euclideandistancemeasure thatwas used previously inVIBE.
Using the new color distortion measure in conjunction with
an adaptive threshold, van Droogenbroeck and Paquot [24]
were able to significantly improve the performance of VIBE.
However, the VIBE technique fails to reach the same level
of performance on dynamic backgrounds as the Gaussian
models described earlier [4]. Recall that Gaussian mixture
models could perform well on dynamic background with
only slowly moving background objects.
3.3. Local Binary Pattern Background Subtraction. With the
exception of the VIBE algorithm, all the techniques described
in the previous sections update the background model over
the global probability density function or estimation. How-
ever, even the VIBE algorithm, as well as all other previously
described methods, treats each incoming pixel value as
independent for the purpose of creating a backgroundmodel.
Based on these shortcomings, the background of the image
must be assumed to be static or nearly static with only slowly
moving background objects for these methods to perform
adequately, which prevents them from working well when
attempting to detect moving objects in dynamic scenes.
Comparable to the idea in the VIBE algorithm that each pixel
should only affect its neighbors,Heikkila¨ and Pietika¨inen [25]
proposed a texture-based method that models each pixel as
a group of adaptive local binary pattern (LBP) histograms.
The local binary patterns are calculated by thresholding a 𝑃
number of neighbors of a center pixel with the result being the
binary pattern.This is performed for each pixel in a structure
element. All of the binary patterns are placed together to
form a LBP histogram for the center pixel. Background
subtraction is performed by comparing the histogram for the
incoming pixel against the background histograms using a
histogram intersection proximity measure. If the proximity
is calculated to be higher than a user-defined threshold
for at least one of the background histograms, the pixel is
classified as background. Otherwise, the pixel is classified as
foreground.
Although the local binary pattern method proposed by
Heikkila¨ and Pietika¨inen [25] is robust to monotonic gray-
scale changes and very fast to compute [25], it still does not
work adequately in dynamic scenes with intense background
variations [26]. In order to address this shortcoming, Zhang
et al. [26] offered an improvement to the local binary
pattern technique that extended the local binary patterns
from the spatial domain to the spatiotemporal domain and
included an online dynamic texture extraction operator. The
results from Heikkila¨ and Pietika¨inen [25] showed improved
results over the mixture of Gaussian method and kernel
density estimation method; however a direct comparison
to the original local binary pattern was never presented in
[25]. Additionally, the inclusion of temporal information in
the local binary pattern caused the method proposed by
Heikkila¨ and Pietika¨inen [25] to increase the computational
load. However, even with the improvement of Heikkila¨ and
Pietika¨inen [25] to make LBP robust against local illumina-
tion changes, it struggles with uniform foreground objects in
a uniform background [27].
Another improvement to the local binary pattern was
introduced by Heikkila¨ et al. in [28]. Heikkila¨ et al. [28]
present a new texture feature that simplifies the original
local binary pattern by modifying the scheme used for
comparing the neighboring pixels with the center pixel.
Rather than comparing each neighboring pixel with the
center pixel, Heikkila¨ et al. [28] compare center-symmetric
pairs of pixels reducing the number of comparisons by half.
Heikkila¨ et al. [28] incorporate their new texture feature,
called center-symmetric local binary pattern (CS-LBP), into
the SIFT descriptor to improve performance. The SIFT
descriptor originally proposed by Lowe [29] is based on
the idea that the appearance of an interest region can be
characterized by the distribution of its local features.TheSIFT
descriptor is a 3D histogram that uses gradient as the local
feature. The proposed CS-LBP feature reduced the number
of required histograms increasing the computational sim-
plicity, while providing a tolerance to illumination changes
and is more robust to noise than the original local binary
pattern. Although Heikkila¨ et al. [28] improved the LBP
pattern; their improvements only utilized spatial information
without taking into account temporal information [1]. Xue
et al. [1] extended the CS-LBP operator from the spatial
domain to the spatiotemporal domain which was designated
spatial extended center-symmetric local binary pattern (SCS-
LBP). SCS-LBP is capable of extracting spatial and temporal
information simultaneously increasing accuracy of detec-
tion in dynamic scenes while sustaining low computational
complexity by utilizing the center-symmetric scheme. A
limitation of the local binary pattern and its subsequent
improvements is that they are not efficient when handling
large flat regions in an image (i.e., sky) due to the fact that
the gray values of the neighboring pixels are very close to
the value of the center pixel [25]. Chua et al. [27] proposed
yet another improvement to rectify this limitation using
local color features that can be represented as a local color
pattern (LCP). Chua et al. [27] presented a technique that
incorporates both the local binary pattern and the local color
pattern to handle both texture rich areas for which the local
binary pattern is effective and uniform regions where local
color pattern is more effective. Using a fuzzy rule-based
system, a weight is assigned and updated to the color and
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texture features based on a pixel’s local properties, specifically
the current pixel’s texture similarity score, uniformity of
the binary pattern, color similarity score, and saturation
value. The assigned weights are then utilized to select which
features (color or texture) should be used for modeling the
background at each location.
Based on the accuracy data and experimental images
provided by Chua et al. [27] over nine video sequences, the
method proposed by Chua et al. [27] appears to be one of
the most accurate methods that were discovered during our
research. Therefore, for the purpose of our experimentation,
we chose to use the method proposed by Chua et al. [27] as
the base method that we sought to improve.
4. Sensor Selection and Integration
Measuring the sensor belief has been an interesting research
topic due to the uncertainty and imprecision involved in
the sensor-based information gathering. To determine the
sensor belief, the works in [18] have found out the rate of
change in successive measurements from the sensor and
argued that the greater the rate of change, the lower the belief.
The rate of change is obtained based on the past data, the
writers have defined some fuzzy rule sets to determine the
self-belief of the sensors. Elgammal et al. [13] compared the
performance of one sensor with another and derived a model
for calculating the belief of the sensors.The performance of a
sensor is determined based on the current detection outcome
that supports an activity. The evidence frommultiple sensors
that support an activity from an abstract level is used to
derive the belief value. Brutzer et al. [4] propose a dynamic
belief calculation approach in the framework of amultimedia
surveillance system. Using this mechanism, the belief of a
set of nontrusted sensory streams evolves based on their
association with other trusted streams. However, it is appar-
ent that the determination of trusted streams would require
certain precomputation,whichmight cause someoverhead in
obtaining the overall belief of the sensors and the information
of interest.
4.1. Sensing Model and Measure of Uncertainty. Estimation
problem is clarified using standard estimation theory. The
time-dependent measurement, z
𝑖
(𝑡), of sensor 𝑖 with charac-
teristics, 𝜆
𝑖
(𝑡), is related to the parameters, x(𝑡), that we wish
to estimate through the following observation model [19]:
z
𝑖 (𝑡) = h (x (𝑡) , 𝜆𝑖 (𝑡)) , (1)
where h is a (possibly nonlinear) function depending on x(𝑡)
and parameterized by 𝜆
𝑖
(𝑡), which represents the (possibly
time dependent) knowledge about sensor 𝑖. Typical charac-
teristics, 𝜆
𝑖
(𝑡), about sensor 𝑖 include sensingmodality, which
refers to what kind of sensor 𝑖 is, sensor position x
𝑖
, and
other parameters, such as the noise model of sensor 𝑖 and
node power reserve. In (1), we consider a general form of
the observation model that accounts for possibly non-linear
relations between the sensor type, sensor position, noise
model, and the parameters we wish to estimate. A special
case of (1) would be h(x(𝑡), 𝜆
𝑖
(𝑡)) = f
𝑖
(x(𝑡)) + w
𝑖
(𝑡), where f
𝑖
is an observation function andw
𝑖
is additive, zeromean noise
with known covariance. In case f
𝑖
is a linear function on the
parameters, (1) reduces to the linear equation:
h (x (𝑡) , 𝜆𝑖 (𝑡)) = H𝑖 (𝑡) x (𝑡) + w𝑖 (𝑡) . (2)
In order to illustrate our technique, we will later consider
the problem of stationary target localization with stationary
sensor characteristics. Here, we assume that all sensors are
acoustic sensors measuring only the amplitude of the sound
signal so that the parameter vector x = [𝑥, 𝑦]𝑇 is the
unknown target position, and
𝜆
𝑖
= [x
𝑖
, 𝜎
2
𝑖
]
𝑇
, (3)
where x
𝑖
is the known sensor position and 𝜎2
𝑖
is the known
additive noise variance. Note there is no longer a time
dependence for xand 𝜆
𝑖
. Assuming that acoustic signals
propagate isotropically, the parameters are related to the
measurements by
z
𝑖
=
𝑎
󵄩󵄩󵄩󵄩x𝑖 − x
󵄩󵄩󵄩󵄩
𝛼/2
+ wi, (4)
where 𝑎 is a given random variable representing the ampli-
tude of the target, 𝛼 is a known attenuation coefficient, and
‖x
𝑖
− x‖ is the Euclidean norm. w
𝑖
is a zero mean Gaussian
random variable with variance 𝜎2
𝑖
.
In the remainder of this paper, we define the belief as
a representation of the current a posteriori distribution of x
given measurements z
1
, . . . , z
𝑁
: 𝑝(x | z
1
, . . . , z
𝑁
).
Typically, the expectation value of this distribution x =
∫ x𝑝(x | z
1
, . . . , z
𝑁
)𝑑x is considered the estimate (i.e.,
the minimum mean square estimate), and we approximate
the residual uncertainty by the covariance: Σ = ∫(x −
x)(x − x)𝑇𝑝(x | z
1
, . . . , z
𝑁
)𝑑x.
In order to calculate the belief based on measurements
from several sensors, we must pay a cost for communicating
that information. Thus, maintaining what information each
sensor node has about other sensor nodes is an important
decision. This is why the sensor characteristics 𝜆
𝑖
(𝑡) are
clearly represented because it is important to know what
information is available for various information processing
tasks. Since combining measurements into the belief are now
assigned costs, the problem is to intelligently choose a subset
of sensor measurements which provide “good” information
for constructing a belief state as well as minimizing the cost
of having to communicate sensor measurements to a single
node. In order to choose sensors to provide “good” updates
to the belief state, it is essential to understand a measure of
the information.
4.2. Sensor Selection. Given the current belief state, we wish
to incrementally update the belief by incorporating measure-
ments of other nearby sensors. Among all available sensors
in the network, however, not all provide useful information
that improves the estimate. Furthermore, some information
might be useful but redundant. The task is to select an
optimal subset and to decide on an optimal order of how
6 Mathematical Problems in Engineering
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“Small improvement” “Big improvement”
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S1
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Figure 2: Sensor selection based on information gain of individual
sensor contributions.
to incorporate these measurements into our belief update.
Due to the distributed nature of the sensor network, this
selection has to be done without explicit knowledge of the
measurement residing at each individual sensor to avoid
communicating less useful information. Hence, the decision
has to be made solely based upon the sensor characteristics
such as the sensor position or sensing modality and the
predicted contribution of these sensors. Figure 2 shows the
basic idea of optimal sensor selection. The image is based
upon the assumption that estimation uncertainty can be
effectively approximated by a Gaussian distribution, illus-
trated by uncertainty ellipsoids in the state space. In Figure 1,
the solid ellipsoid indicates the belief state at time 𝑡 and the
dashed ellipsoids are the incrementally updated belief after
incorporating an additional measurement from a sensor, S1
or S2, at the next time step.
Although in both cases, S1 and S2, the area of high
uncertainty is reduced by the same amount, the residual
uncertainty in the case of S2 maintains the longest principal
axis of the distribution. Based on the underlying measure-
ment task, we will choose case S1 over S2.
4.3. Measures on Expected Posterior Distribution. It is essen-
tial to define a measure of information utility to quantify
the information gain provided by a sensor measurement. We
want to show that information content is inversely related
to the “size” of the high probability uncertainty region. We
first introduce an information-theoretic definition of the
utility measure. There are many kinds of measuring methods
(Covariance-Based, Fischer Information Matrix, Entropy of
Estimation Uncertainty, Volume of High Probability Region,
and Sensor Geometry Based Measures) [19]. In this paper we
only describe “Expected Posterior Distribution measures” [12]
that prove to be practically useful. Our objective is to predict
the information utility of a piece of nonlocal sensor data
before obtaining the data. In practice, the prediction must
be based on the currently available information: the current
belief state and the characteristics of the sensor of interest
which includes information such as the sensor position and
sensing modality that can be established beforehand. We
assume there are 𝑁 sensors labeled from 1 to 𝑁 and the
corresponding measurements of the sensors are z
1
, . . . , z
𝑁
.
Let𝑈 ⊂ {1, . . . , 𝑁} be the set of sensors whose measurements
have been incorporated into the belief. That is, the current
belief is 𝑝(x | {z
𝑖
}
𝑖∈𝑈
). The sensor selection task is to choose
a sensor whose data has not been incorporated into the belief
yet and which provides the most information. To be specific,
let us define an information utility function𝜑Utility that assigns
a value to each probability distribution. In this case, we ignore
the cost term in the objective function. The best sensor,
defined by the earlier objective function, is given by
𝑗 = argmax
𝑗∈𝑉
𝜑Utility (𝑝 (x | {z𝑖}𝑖∈𝑈 ∪ {z𝑖})) , (5)
where 𝑉 is the set of sensors whose measurements are
potentially useful. The idea of using expected posterior
distribution is to predict what the new belief state (posterior
distribution) would look like if a simulated measurement of
a sensor from the current belief state is incorporated. The
utility of each sensor can then be quantified by the entropy or
other measures on the new distribution from the simulated
measurement. We use the tracking problem to derive an
algorithm for evaluating the expected utility of a sensor.
When a real new measurement is available, the new belief or
posterior is evaluated using the familiar sequential Bayesian
filtering [12]:
𝑝 (x(𝑡+1) | z(𝑡+1)) = 𝐶 ⋅ 𝑝 (z(𝑡+1)
𝑗
| x(𝑡+1))
⋅ ∫ 𝑝 (x(𝑡+1) | x(𝑡)) ⋅ 𝑝 (x(𝑡) | z(𝑡)) 𝑑x(𝑡),
(6)
where 𝑝(x(𝑡) | z(𝑡)) is the current belief given a history of the
measurement up to time 𝑡 : z(𝑡) = {z(0), . . . , z(𝑡)}, 𝑝(x(𝑡+1) |
x(𝑡)) specifies the predefined dynamics model, 𝑝(z(𝑡+1)
𝑗
|
x(𝑡+1)) is the likelihood function from the measurement of
sensor 𝑗, and 𝐶 is a normalization constant. How do we
compute the expected value of 𝑝(x(𝑡+1) | z(𝑡+1)) without
having the data z(𝑡+1)
𝑗
in the first place? The idea is to guess
the shape of likelihood function from the current belief and
the sensor position.
Without loss of generality, the current belief is repre-
sented by a discrete set of samples on a grid of the state space.
This nonparametric representation of the belief state allows
to represent highly non-Gaussian distribution and nonlinear
dynamics. Figure 3 shows an example of the grid-based state
representation.The gray squares represent the likely position
of the target as specified by the current belief. The brighter
the square, the more likely the target is there. For a sensor
𝑖, given the observation model z(𝑡+1)
𝑗
= ℎ(x(𝑡+1),w(𝑡)
𝑖
), where
w(𝑡)
𝑖
is the sensor noise, we can estimate the measurement
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Figure 3: The expected likelihood function for each sensor (𝑖 or 𝑗)
is a weighted sum of the marginal likelihood function conditioned
at each grid in the predicted belief distribution.
z(𝑡+1)
𝑗
from the predicted belief and compute the expected
likelihood function:
𝑝 (z(𝑡+1)
𝑗
| x(𝑡+1))
= ∑
V𝑘∈𝑆(x(𝑡+1))
𝐿
𝑘𝑖
(x(𝑡+1), V
𝑘
) × [𝑝 (x(𝑡+1) | z(𝑡))
󵄨󵄨󵄨󵄨󵄨󵄨x(𝑡+1)=V𝑘
] ,
(7)
where the marginal likelihood is defined as 𝐿
𝑘𝑖
(x(𝑡+1), V
𝑘
) ≜
𝑝(z(𝑡+1)
𝑗
(x(𝑡+1) = V
𝑘
)x(𝑡+1)) and the prediction as
𝑝 (x(𝑡+1) | z(𝑡))
≜ ∑
𝑢𝑘∈𝑆(x(𝑡))
[𝑝(x(𝑡+1) | x(𝑡))󵄨󵄨󵄨󵄨󵄨x(𝑡)=𝑢𝑘]
× [𝑝 (x(𝑡) | z(𝑡))
󵄨󵄨󵄨󵄨󵄨󵄨x(𝑡)=𝑢𝑘
] .
(8)
Using the estimated likelihood function𝑝(z(𝑡+1)
𝑗
| x(𝑡+1)) from
sensor 𝑖, the expected posterior belief can be obtained as
follows: 𝑝(x(𝑡+1) | z(𝑡+1)) = 𝐶 ⋅ 𝑝(z(𝑡+1)
𝑗
| x(𝑡+1)) ⋅ 𝑝(x(𝑡+1) |
z(𝑡)). We can then apply measures such as the entropy to
the expected belief 𝑝(x(𝑡+1) | z(𝑡+1)), as an approximation to
the true belief 𝑝(x(𝑡+1) | z(𝑡+1)). This approach can apply to
non-Gaussian belief since the discrete approximation of the
belief state assumes a general form. To compute the expected
belief, however, we have conditioned the expected likelihood
function on the predicted belief state.
5. Object Segmentation Approach
In order to investigate the hypothesis, a method needed
to be developed that incorporated the information of the
dynamic interaction between the desired object of interest
and the background into a state-of-the-art segmentation
technique to resolve whether that information could improve
the performance results of the state-of-the-art segmentation
technique. However, to incorporate the dynamic interaction
information for object detection and tracking, the dynamic
interaction needed to be quantified in a manner that allowed
it to be integrated into a state-of-the-art technique. Since the
fuzzy rule-based method was able to provide a number of
distinct components including the desired object of interest,
in order to improve upon the performance, we sought to
detect the component that corresponded to the desired
object of interest from the results of the fuzzy rule-based
method and remove all other components. Due to the fact
that only the desired object of interest will move in a
consistent, nonaccidental manner in accordance with the
dynamic interaction information extracted, incorporating
the dynamic interaction information will allow for detecting
and tracking the desired object of interest.
In order to accomplish the detection and tracking of the
desired object of interest, we developed an algorithm using
dynamic interaction information that was implemented after
the fuzzy rule-based method completed segmenting each
frame. The dynamic information that we sought to utilize in
our algorithm was the expected movement of the object of
interest. Drawing inspiration from the human visual system
once again, we exploited the research completed by Palmer et
al. [30] that discussed spatiotemporal relatability, specifically
the hypotheses of persistence and position updating. The
hypothesis of persistence described by Palmer et al. [30]
states that object fragments remain perceptually available for
a short time in the human visual system after occlusion so
that they can be integrated into later-appearing fragments.
The proposed algorithm uses this insight in the way that the
algorithm is implemented. Between consecutive frames in the
image sequence, any detected components are maintained
by the proposed algorithm. The components maintained are
available for the next frame only, comparably to the way that
Palmer et al. [30] describe perceptually available objects for a
short period. Additionally, Palmer et al. [30] hypothesize that
the human visual system maintains a representation of the
velocity of an object as it moves behind occluding surfaces.
Using this information, Palmer et al. [30] describe how based
on the velocity of the object, even though an object may
not be visible, the human visual system updates the position
so that it if the object parts become visible again, it can
be integrated into other visible object parts. Likewise, the
proposed algorithm uses the computed dynamic movement
of the desired object of interest to update the expected
position of the components detected. Based upon whether
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Figure 4: Visual representation of the algorithm process. (a) Representation of a single stored component. (b) Representation of a subsequent
frame.
a detected component fulfills the updated expected position,
object detection and tracking are performed.
For the first image in the sequence when the desired
object of interest is detected, all of the distinct components
detected by the fuzzy rule-based segmentation method are
stored obeying the idea of persistence described by Palmer et
al. [30]. For each component detected, every pixel included
in the component, the centroid, and eight points on the
extreme edge of the component were recorded. After the
fuzzy rule-based method completes the segmentation on
subsequent frames and detects distinct components, each of
the components detected are compared against the expected
motion of all of the stored components assuming that the
stored components follow the motion of the desired object
of interest following the concept of position updating from
Palmer et al. [30]. The expected motion of the stored compo-
nents is computed using the dynamic interaction information
determined previously. The eight points along the edge of
each of the stored components recorded earlier are at the
following extreme locations: top-left, top-right, right-top,
right-bottom, bottom-right, bottom-left, left-bottom, and
left-top. At each of the eight locations around the extreme
edges of each component, a circlewith a radius corresponding
to the maximum movement expected based on the dynamic
interaction information calculation is positioned. Each of
the positioned circles represents the possible movement of
the component in each direction if the object was following
the expected dynamics. In the subsequent frame, any of the
components detected by the fuzzy rule-based method that
are not located within the expected movement of a stored
component are discarded because they do not follow the
dynamic motion of the desired object of interest. In order
to determine if any of the newly detected components are
within the expected motion of a stored component, each of
the extrema points is compared against each pixel of each
newly detected component. For a single extrema point of a
single stored component, the distance to every pixel in each
of the newly detected components is calculated in accordance
with the equation below:
Measured Distance = √(𝑥
𝑛
− 𝑥
𝑒
)
2
+ (𝑦
𝑛
− 𝑦
𝑒
)
2
, (9)
where (𝑥
𝑛
, 𝑦
𝑛
) are the coordinates of a pixel in one of the
newly detected components and (𝑥
𝑒
, 𝑦
𝑒
) are the coordinates
of the extrema point. The measured distance is compared
against the expected movement per image calculated pre-
viously. If the measured distance is less than the expected
movement per image, then the newly detected component
to which the pixel belongs is considered to have a presence
within the expected movement of the stored component.
Any detected components that have a presence within the
expected movement of a stored component are accumulated
for the next frame since it could possibly represent the
desired object of interest. Pseudocode depicting the process
for determining if a new detected component has a presence
within the expected movement of a stored component is
shown in Algorithm 1.
A visual representation of this process is displayed in
Figure 4. The image on the left of Figure 4 shows a repre-
sentation of a stored component. The image on the right of
Algorithm 1 shows a visual representation of the comparison
process of the algorithm. The blue components represent
newly detected components in the current frame whereas the
black component represents the stored component from the
previous frame. Since only new detected component number
four exists inside the expected movement of the object of
interest (represented by the gray, transparent circles), it is the
only newly detected component that is stored for the next
frame.The rest of the newly detected components (1–3)would
be discarded. After a series of subsequent frames, using the
same process, ultimately only the desired object of interest
will remain. However, in rare occurrences, the fuzzy rule-
basedmethodwillmistakenly detect a component that has no
directional movement but appears continuously in amajority
of frames and would be retained throughout the sequence of
images using the method described.
Therefore, in addition to the method described, another
evaluation is performed that will establish whether or not the
detected components that are retained for multiple frames
maintain an overall directional movement. In addition to
calculating the extreme points on the edge of stored com-
ponents, the centroid of the component is also calculated
and maintained. After each image where a component is
maintained, the previous centroids that correspond to that
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Determine the stored components of the previous frame
Determine the detected components of the current frames
FOR (each extreme point on the stored component)
FOR (each pixel included in the new component detected)
Calculate the distance (𝑀
𝐷
) between the current extreme pixel and the
current pixel from the new detected component
IF (𝑀
𝐷
is less than the expected movement)
(i) New detected component has presence in the expected
movement, store the new detected component for next frame
(ii) Break to next detected component
END-IF
End-FOR
END-FOR
Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for determining if a new detected component falls within the expected movement of a stored component.
component are maintained, creating a register of the history
of the component’s centroid. Using this register of centroid
data, every twenty frames, the distance the component
has traveled is calculated and compared to a user-defined
threshold. If the distance that the component has traveled
is less than the user-defined threshold, the component is
discarded in subsequent frames removing the mistakenly
detected components from the fuzzy rule-based technique
that have no directional movement. Figure 5 shows a visual
representation of this process. For clarity, only five centroids
are represented for two objects, whereas in the proposed
algorithm the process is performed after twenty frames. In
Figure 6, the distance traveled by the object represented by
the black centroids is obviously greater than the distance
traveled by the object represented by the blue centroids.
Therefore, depending on the user-defined threshold, the
object represented by the black centroids would be retained
and stored, while the object represented by the blue centroids
would be discarded.
Additionally, in order to facilitate understanding of the
proposed algorithm, pseudocode of the proposed algorithm
is provided in Algorithm 2. The pseudocode in Figure 5
describes the proposed algorithm from the completion of the
fuzzy rule-based method proposed by Herrero and Bescos
[5] until the completion of the proposed algorithm. In
Algorithm 2, user-defined threshold is based on the maxi-
mum speed of the desired target and the number, 20, is based
on the processed frames per second in our case.
Recall that the fuzzy rule-based method utilized two fea-
tures for segmentation, the LBP (texture) and the LCP (color).
Starting with the LBP, there are a number of parameters
that will have an impact on the number of iterations of the
algorithm. Let 𝐹 represent the number of frames where each
frame size is 𝑀 rows by 𝑁 columns. For the purpose of
extracting the LBP, an 𝑅 by 𝑅 structure element is used with
each LBP referencing𝑃 neighboring points around the center
position of the structure element. In addition to finding
the LBP for the 𝑅 by 𝑅 structure element, the algorithm
also calculates the histogram statistic of three different color
spaces for each pixel in the structure element as well. The
fuzzy rule-based techniquewill take𝐹∗𝑀∗𝑁∗(𝑅∗𝑅∗𝑃+𝑅∗
𝑅∗3+𝐾) iterations to complete. If we regard the parameters
Figure 5: Visual representation of the algorithm process for remov-
ing objectsmistakenly detected in amajority of frameswithminimal
directional movement.
𝑃 and 𝐾 as the fixed constants, using the big 𝑂 asymptotic
notation, the complexity is in the 𝑂(𝐹 ∗𝑀 ∗𝑁 ∗ 𝑅2) level.
However, in addition to the fuzzy rule-based, the pro-
posed algorithm is performed after the completion of the
fuzzy rule-based segmentation for every frame. The pro-
posed algorithm compares the connections of the segmented
components between two successive frames. Each pixel of
each component in the new frame is compared against the
eight extrema points from the stored components. Once we
locate any connection between the current component with
some previous component, we do not have to compare the
current component against the rest of the stored components.
Consequently, if there were 𝐶 components in the previous
frame, each pixel in the current componentwill check𝐶 times
at most, and the total number of pixels from the components
in the current frame that will have to be checked will be at
most the entire image or𝑀 by𝑁. Therefore, the iteration for
checking the connection will take at most 𝑀 ∗ 𝑁 ∗ 𝐶 ∗ 8.
Due to the fact that the number of components detected for
each frame (𝐶) is very limited, we can regard the number
of components detected for each frame as a constant. Using
these constraints, the complexity of the proposed algorithm
is𝑂(𝐹∗𝑀∗𝑁) for processing 𝐹 frames.Therefore, the total
complexity for the fuzzy rule-basedmethod and the proposed
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Determine the maximum motion dynamic expected per image in the form of pixel radius
FOR (each frame in the image sequence)
(i) Perform fuzzy rule-based technique
(ii) Perform connected component analysis on result of fuzzy rule-based technique
IF (current frame is the first frame in sequence to contain object of interest)
Store all components detected by connected component analysis
Each component stored has the following auxiliary information:
(i) All pixels included in the component
(ii) Centroid of the component
(iii) Eight extrema points on the edge of the component
Else
FOR (each new component detected)
FOR (each of the sorted components from previous frame)
FOR (each of the extrema points of stored components)
FOR (each pixel included in the current new component)
Calculate the distance from current extrema point to current
pixel in current new component
IF (distance <max motion dynamic expected)
(i) Store current new component and auxiliary
information for subsequent frames
(ii) Break to next new component
END-IF
END-FOR
END-FOR
END-FOR
IF (frame processed in a multiple of 20)
Calculate the total distance travelled by the current new component
IF (distance travelled is greater than user-defined threshold)
Store current new component and auxiliary information for
subsequent frames
ELSE
Discard the current new component
END-IF
END-IF
END-FOR
END-IF
END-FOR
Algorithm 2: Pseudocode of the proposed algorithm.
algorithm will be𝑂(𝐹∗𝑀∗𝑁∗𝑅2) +𝑂(𝐹∗𝑀∗𝑁), which
simplifies into the 𝑂(𝐹 ∗𝑀 ∗𝑁 ∗ 𝑅2) level.
6. Experimental Results
After the development of the improvement to the fuzzy rule-
based method proposed by Chua et al. [27], the improved
method was tested on three sequences of images from our
data set. In order to numerically compare our technique with
the results of the fuzzy rule-based technique, we utilized
the same method that was used by Chua et al. [27] when
evaluating their fuzzy rule-based technique in the original
paper called 𝐹-measure [27].The 𝐹-measure method used by
Chua et al. [27] is defined as follows:
𝐹 =
2 ∗ Recall ∗ Precision
Recall + Precision
, (10)
where
Recall
= (# of pixels correctly classified as foreground)
× (# of pixels classified as foreground
in the ground truth)−1,
Precision
=
# of pixels correctly classified as foreground
# of pixels classified as foreground
.
(11)
For the first sequence of images, trial 1, the wave tank was
set up to produce waves with a height of 0.05 meters and a
period of 1.5 seconds. Based upon the manual segmentation
of the desired object of interest from the sequence of images,
it was calculated that the maximum expected movement of
the desired object of interest per image in the sequence was
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Figure 6: Example of five images from trial 2. (a) Original image. (b) Resulting images from fuzzy rule-based technique. (c) Resulting images
from our improvement technique.
a pixel radius of 5.1. However, when the fuzzy rule-based
method was performed on the sequence of images of trial
1, the method was unable to segment the desired object of
interest. Based upon the fact that, of the three trials that were
performed, trial 1 had the smallest movement per image, we
believe that the fuzzy rule-based method failed on this image
sequence due to the limited movement of the desired object
of interest that caused the desired object of interest to be
incorporated into the background of the image. Since the
fuzzy rule-based method failed to detect the desired object
of interest among the detected components, we were unable
to test our improvement to the method.
For trial 2, the wave tank was set to produce waves with a
height of 0.08 meters and a period of 1.5 seconds. Based upon
the manual segmentation of the desired object of interest
from the sequence of images from trial 2, it was calculated
that the maximum expected movement of the desired object
of interest per image in the sequence was a pixel radius of
6.5. Using the calculated dynamic interaction information
and the results from the fuzzy rule-based method, we applied
our improvement to detect and track the desired object of
interest from the sequence of images. As shown in Table 1,
our improvement to the fuzzy rule-based technique yielded
significantly improved results from the original fuzzy rule-
based technique. Table 1 shows the recall, precision, and 𝐹-
measure values for five example images from each of the two
image sequenceswhere our improvedmethodwas performed
and the corresponding fuzzy rule-based technique results.
Five consecutive example images and corresponding fuzzy
rule-based technique images are shown in Figure 6 from the
image sequence of trial 2. For trial 3, the wave tank was set
to produce waves with a height of 0.1 meters and a period
of 1.5 seconds.The calculated maximum expected movement
per image based on the manual segmentation of the desired
object of interest was a pixel radius of 6.4. Again, we
applied our improvement to the fuzzy rule-based technique
for the trial 3 sequence of images. Five consecutive exam-
ple images and corresponding fuzzy rule-based technique
images are shown in Figure 7 from the image sequence of
trial 3.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we hypothesized that the dynamic interaction
between an object of interest and the background can provide
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Figure 7: Example of five images from trial 3. (a) Original image. (b) Resulting images from fuzzy rule-based technique. (c) Resulting images
from our improvement technique.
useful information and by understanding and modeling
the dynamic interaction between an object of interest and
background, we could improve the performance of state-
of-the-art object detection techniques. After implementing
two current state-of-the-art techniques and evaluating the
performance when conducted on our dynamic water tank
environment, we observed that the fuzzy rule-based tech-
nique proposed by Chua et al. was able to the segment
the frames of image sequences into a number of distinct
components, one of which was the desired object of inter-
est. Understanding and modeling the dynamic interaction
between the object of interest and the background by man-
ually segmenting and recording the movement information
for a specific dynamic environment (i.e., wave height and
period) allowed us to develop an algorithm to incorporate
the dynamic interaction information into the segmentation
process. Using our algorithm and the fuzzy rule-based tech-
nique, we performed segmentation on three image sequences
from our wave tank data set. During the first trial, the
fuzzy rule-based technique was unable to detect the object
of interest among the detected components. Since the fuzzy
rule-based technique failed, we were unable to implement
our algorithm for the first trial. However, on the second
and third trial, the fuzzy rule-based technique performed
adequately enough for us to implement our algorithm and
compare the results of our algorithm against the results of
the fuzzy rule-based technique. Based on the recall, precision,
and 𝐹-measure data calculated for the trials, our proposed
algorithm significantly improves upon the results observed
from the fuzzy rule-based algorithm proposed by Chua et al.
The experimental results achieved in this paper demonstrate
convincing evidence that the dynamic interaction between
an object of interest and background provides valuable
information that can be utilized to improve segmentation
results.
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Table 1: Recall, precision, and 𝐹-measure data.
Image
sequence Metric
Fuzzy rule-based
method Our method
Trial 2
Image 1
Recall 0.28261 0.56522
Precision 0.023851 0.68421
𝐹-Measure 0.043989 0.61905
Image 2
Recall 0.31382 0.62763
Precision 0.026282 0.91781
𝐹-Measure 0.048502 0.74548
Image 3
Recall 0.29924 0.59848
Precision 0.022281 0.60305
𝐹-Measure 0.041473 0.60076
Image 4
Recall 0.31504 0.62053
Precision 0.022303 0.93525
𝐹-Measure 0.041657 0.74605
Image 5
Recall 0.3093 0.6186
Precision 0.025775 0.6838
𝐹-Measure 0.047585 0.64957
Trial 3
Image 1
Recall 0.76389 0.76389
Precision 0.017909 0.67073
𝐹-Measure 0.034998 0.71429
Image 2
Recall 0.54 0.54
Precision 0.016232 0.8617
𝐹-Measure 0.031518 0.66393
Image 3
Recall 0.62581 0.62581
Precision 0.017382 0.776
𝐹-Measure 0.033824 0.69286
Image 4
Recall 0.81006 0.81006
Precision 0.026571 0.68075
𝐹-Measure 0.051455 0.7398
Image 5
Recall 0.50562 0.50562
Precision 0.018072 0.98901
𝐹-Measure 0.034897 0.66914
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